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Abstract—Contemporary motion picture content, consisting
of scenes with different amounts of visual complexity or camera
noise, represents demanding input for video encoders operating
in rate control (RC) modes. This paper presents improvements
to the 2-pass RC method integrated into VVenC, an open VVC
encoder implementation, outlined in previous publications. We
specifically introduce three extensions to our RC solution: first,
frame type adaptation operating near scene cuts, along with an
associated simple detector; second, rate stabilization means to
allow for more reliable lookahead based 2-pass RC operation in
on-the-fly encoding applications; and third, a low-complexity
approach for estimating the instantaneous intensity of camera
noise or film grain to avoid large variations in bit consumption
when encoding individual frames in the final RC pass. Experimental evaluation confirms that these extensions significantly
improve both the objective (BD rate) and subjective (visual) RC
performance of VVenC especially on challenging video content.
Index Terms—Film grain, H.266, rate control, VVC, VVenC

I. I NTRODUCTION
Rate control (RC) methods are indispensable in video coding
when compressing motion picture content for distribution over
the air, e.g. in streaming applications, or via traditional delivery
networks, e.g. in television broadcasting. A two-pass RC design
based on a novel rate-quantization parameter (R-QP) model and
a simple yet effective perceptual model was recently introduced
[1] and thoroughly evaluated [2]. This RC scheme is integrated
into VVenC [3], an open encoder implementation for the H.266/
Versatile Video Coding (VVC) standard [4, 5, 6]. It was initially
devised for sequence-wise operation, in which the entire video
input is analyzed and pre-encoded in a first pass and, using the
picture and coding statistics of this first pass, encoded a second
time with full featured rate-distortion encoding and specific rate
constraints to closely match the user defined target rate Rtarget.
In addition, the two-pass RC method was primarily used with a
relatively short Intra-only coded frame (I-frame)1 period of 1s.
One drawback of short I-frame periods is a limited encoding
performance since I-frames, consuming most of the bits needed
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I-frames are needed as tune-in points in broadcasting or for seeking in file based playback

for encoding of a group of pictures (GOP) due to the lack of any
efficient motion compensation techniques, occur quite frequently. Longer I-frame periods, however, lead to diminishing returns
in efficiency around scene changes, as will be illustrated herein,
and more obvious visual artifacts, especially around scene cuts,
upon packet loss on unreliable channels like wireless networks.
With regard to sequence-wise two-pass RC, it must be noted that
such an approach is not possible with live sources or commonly
used pipe based software processing chains, in which the video
sequence is not available to the encoder in its entirety a priori.
Even when sequence-wise two-pass encoding is feasible, it was
observed that motion picture content comprising short scenes of
strongly varying statistics – like intros, credits, historical or dark
material, modern and bright scenes, and very regular or irregular
motion – may lead to RC instabilities (and, thus, reduced visual
quality) when scenes with very different content occur in fast
succession [7]. This issue can be attributed primarily to changes
in film grain or sensor noise level, or no noise, between scenes.
A. New Contributions, Paper Outline
To address the abovementioned drawbacks with sequencewise two-pass encoding and large I-frame periods, three extensions to the two-pass RC scheme of [1, 2] are described herein:
• a frame type adaptation (FTA) for use with long Intra periods,

inserting additional I-frames at key-frame locations based on
the output of a corresponding detector—described in Sec. II,
• a redesign of the two-pass RC scheme of [1] to allow for onthe-fly operation, by employing a sliding analysis window in
the first encoding pass with a picture lookahead of one GOP,
and better second-pass QP constraints—discussed in Sec. III,
• a noise level estimator using independent minimum statistics
evaluation in eight luminance regions, to track the (possibly
time varying) picture noise levels and adjust the definition of
the final-pass QP cascades accordingly—outlined in Sec. IV.
The results of experimental assessments of these extensions in
the context of VVenC, documented in Sec. V, reveal substantial
improvements in encoding performance and RC stability, especially in case of lookahead based on-the-fly two-pass encoding
of varying input. Sec. VI summarizes and concludes the paper.

II. F RAME T YPE ADAPTATION FOR KEY F RAMES
Since the scalable extension of H.264 / Advanced Video Coding
(AVC), hierarchical motion prediction structures with generally
dyadic hierarchy stages [8] have been applied in all ITU / MPEG
video coding standards. In such a picture coding structure, each
GOP is segmented into different temporal levels l ≥ 0, where an
increase in l indicates a decrease in distance between successive
pictures belonging to that temporal level. At the start (in coding
order) or end (in display order) of each GOP, a key frame is encoded, as depicted in Fig. 1. Assuming that the Intra-only period
I is an integer multiple of the GOP size G, every IGth key frame,
with IG = I / G, will represent an I-frame, starting at the first encoded frame (here, at frame index f0 = 0). All intermediate key
frames will be predictively encoded P-frames, wherein motion
compensation using the most recently encoded and decoded key
frame as prediction source may be applied. To distinguish the P
and I-frames, lP = 1 and lI = 0 shall be utilized for the former and
latter, respectively. All other pictures at lB > 1 are B-frames supporting bidirectional motion prediction, as also shown in Fig. 1.
Due to the reduced distance between frames of higher temporal
levels and their respective motion prediction sources (i. e., decoded reference pictures), and consequently more efficient motion
compensation performance (i. e., prediction gain), high-l frames
typically consumer fewer bits than low-l frames in video coding.
When scene changes characterized by camera switches (or
simply cuts), fade-ins, fade-outs or cross-fades (or simply fades)
are present between two key frames, the motion prediction performance in the later key frame will be marginal since the image
statistics of the reference picture and the picture to be encoded
will be very different. Although this may appear not to be much
of a problem (since Intra coding may be used instead of motion
predictive Inter coding by the encoder), the coding efficiency is
often found to be suboptimal. Two reasons for this can be noted:
• the support for motion prediction causes signaling overhead,

even – or especially–when such Inter coding is rarely or never
used in a picture block (since, typically, it’s used very often),
• the entropy coding tables for residuals of Inter coded blocks
are generally not trained with videos including scene changes
(as such rarely occurring events may deteriorate the training).
In addition, the configuration of the residual quantizer is usually
quite different depending on whether the given frame is an Intra
or Inter coded key frame, particularly with regard to the frame’s
overall quantization parameter
and Lagrange parameter .

A. FTA Proposal, Algorithm Description
The previous discussion leads to the conclusion that, during
a cut or fade between scenes of very different picture content, it
may be advantageous to ensure that the first key frame after the
scene change is an Intra-only I-frame. In spirit, such frame type
adaptation (FTA), from type P to I, is similar to e.g. the approach
in [9] but, in this paper, restricted to temporal levels l ≤ 1 since,
as mentioned, these low-l frames consume most of the bits. A
simple detection algorithm for “very different picture content”
is described hereafter. Of course, the FTA is only required when
the first key frame after a scene change is not already an I-frame.
Let fP > G denote the index of the P-frame subjected to FTA
detection and fM = fP – G the index of the motion compensation
source frame (i. e., reference picture index for the P-frame) with,
consequently, fM > f0 and both fP and fM pointing to key frames.
Before rate-distortion encoding, a minimal-complexity detector
could simply subtract the uncoded input picture at fM from that
at fP and calculate the ℓ1 or ℓ2 norm of the resulting sample-wise
differences, which is then compared with a constant predefined
threshold. If that threshold is exceeded, the frame type at index
fP is adapted from P to I and the quantizer configuration is modified accordingly before encoding the frame; otherwise, the type
and quantizer are left unchanged, i. e., in a default P-type setting.
It was observed, however, that FTA detection using a simplified
picture difference is insufficiently reliable, especially when the
level of image noise or amount of motion varies among scenes.
Therefore, a more robust statistical measure of change, with still
relatively low computational complexity, is desirable. Recently,
a video quality assessment method called XPSNR was proposed
[10,11] that uses a psychovisually inspired perceptual sensitivity
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical coding structure for G = 8, IG = 2, and 3 lB values [8].
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are the video
, specified as

∑3:,;7∈= |ℎ2 34, 67| + 2|ℎ9 34, 67|> ?, (2)

represents a spatiotemporal visual activity measure for the input
block @ (i. e., before encoding) of dimension . The definitions
of * + , ℎ2 , ℎ9 are provided in [11] and omitted here for reasons
of brevity. Note that ℎ9 and ℎ2 define temporal and spatial partial activities, respectively, for the given area of the picture at f.
To improve performance, both are derived from spatially downsampled picture versions for UHD input [10]. Setting # ≝ f and
≝ $ ∙ %, an overall FTA specific visual activity for the luma
picture at every f may be derived, particularly for both fP and fM:
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Fig. 2 illustrates the ratio 9 (fP)/ 9 (fM) for all key frames of two
HD sequences used by JVET [12] on a logarithmic scale. A ratio
above G or below I may be an indicator for a scene change (cut
or fade) and, thus, FTA. Notice how, with a threshold of T ≈ 21.5,
both scene changes (marked) in the videos are detected reliably,
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9 (f) ratio for key frames in JVET HD sequences (–) MarketPlace
and (–) RitualDance at GOP size of 32; (–) desired FTA threshold.

as long as detections in successive key frames are forbidden (see
∗). The assessed signal ℎ in (3) represents a temporal high-pass
that, compared with ℎ9 34, 67 ≝ ℎ9E 34, 67 = K 34, 67 − K 34, 67
in (2) and [11], is downsampled by G in temporal direction of f:
ℎ 34, 67 = 2MK 34, 67 − K

N 34, 67O,

(4)

where K holds the luma picture samples at the given frame index
and 4, 6 are the horizontal, vertical sample indices, respectively.
This 1:G downsampling allows for relatively stable detection of
short scene fades in addition to cuts, which is not possible with
a visual activity measure like the one of (2) used by the XPSNR.
III. GOP-WISE T WO-P ASS RC WITH S LIDING W INDOW

Then, the first-pass statistics for all f ∈ P are collected, where a
size for P of min(8G; I) + G frames is used. Hence, the statistics
of the last Intra period (limited to at most 8G) of previously encoded frames are added to the GOP of lookahead statistics, and
with typical I ≤ 8G, the sliding window will cover IG + 1 GOPs.
Finally, an instantaneous first-pass rate cj (from frame-wise
bit counts rf) and a target rate cjT (from Rtarget and frame rate fps
in Hz) are derived from all frames in P. Using these two values,
frame-wise second-pass target bit counts r'f are determined as in
[1, Sec. IV.A] and, with the help of the first-pass frame (or slice)
QP values QPf, the second-pass frame QP values QP"f for ratedistortion optimized encoding of each frame are obtained therefrom, using the two-step R-QP model introduced in [1, Sec. II].
B. Improved Limiting of Changes in QPs
The R-QP based sequence-wise RC implementation of [1] in
VVenC was found to work quite reliably on statistically homogeneous video signals. Mixed material with varying amounts of
camera or content motion, sensor noise or film grain, and other
visual activity features such as contrast, can destabilize the RC’s
operation. This problem, occurring especially when the features
change abruptly upon scene changes, is much more pronounced
in the lookahead restricted RC design of Sec. III.A, occasionally
leading to severe visual artifacts due to high QP"f (and therefore,
very coarse second-pass quantization) after some scene changes.

To address the infeasibility of sequence-wise two-pass encoding
in on-the-fly applications, the RC scheme of [1] can be operated
in a GOP-wise fashion, i. e., with the target rate representing an
instantaneous second-pass constraint. In other words, an instantaneous set of first-pass encoding statistics, determined inside a
sliding temporal analysis window P, may be evaluated for each
new GOP to derive the frame-wise overall
and values for
second-pass rate-distortion optimized encoding of that GOP. To
stabilize the RC, the size for P is chosen such that it extends at
least one GOP into the past (except at the beginning of the video
sequence) and one or two GOPs into the future (i. e., towards the
newly incoming picture data, except at the end of the sequence).
The latter range of frames in P represents the RC’s lookahead.

To address this issue, the RC method in VTM [13, 14] limits
the amount by which the QP and parameters may vary between
successively encoded frames. Specifically, in each new frame f,
the QP"f may change by at most ±10 compared to the previously
encoded (in coding order) frame’s QP and by at most ±3 relative
to the QP of the previously encoded frame at the same temporal
level l (where equal values of lP and lI are assumed). Likewise,
the may vary by at most a factor of 2±10/3 or 2±3/3, respectively.

A. Modifications to Two-Pass RC Algorithm

• QP"f at level l shall lie in range [QP"curL ± ccurL], where QP"curL

The lookahead based RC integrated into VVenC, following
the considerations above, works as follows, where only differences to the sequence-wise two-pass RC of [1, 2] are described.
First, a second-pass average base QP required for e. g. loop filter
TT
initialization and QP delta-coding, named QR2S
, is estimated:
TT
QR2S

= round -

T
QR2S

+ Z[ \[ ∙ max(0; 24 −

T
QR2S )>

(5)

T
with QR2S
= roundM40 − 1.5 bc9Rd\S9 /500000 − 0.5log gh O
and as in (1). Using only Rtarget, in bps, and in the empirically devised (5) is necessary since no sequence-mean first-pass
TT
data are available when setting QR2S
at the start of the RC pass.

Next, each new GOP is encoded, in a very fast configuration
[2], in the analysis pass using the same QR2S as in [1], yielding
first-pass QPf and rate rf statistics for all f in the lookahead range
(a lookahead of only one GOP was chosen to limit memory use).

For the sequence- and GOP-wise two-pass RC in VVenC, the
above change constraints were refined and extended as follows:
is the QP of the last coded frame at the same l; ccurL = 5 + IG
during a scene change and ccurL = maxM3; 6 − m n oO otherwise.
• QP"f at level l shall be larger than QP"prevL, the QP of the last
coded frame one level below l (i. e., at level l – 1), with l > 1.
• QP"f at level l ≤ 1 shall lie in range [1 + QPavg/2, QPmax], with
QPavg holding the mean of all past QP"f in P and QPmax = 63.
• QP"f at level l shall lie in range [l + QP"base/2, QPmax], with the
TT
second-pass base QP estimate QR2S
defined as in (5).
In addition, VVenC’s functionality to better match the target bit
rate as the encoding progresses, as described in [1, Sec. IV.A],
was attenuated in the first encoded GOP (d was reduced to ¼).
Along with the above five QP limiters, implemented in VVenC
function clipTargetQP( ) [4], these constraints stabilize both the
sequence-wise and GOP-wise RC in case of highly variant input
statistics. Moreover, they outperform the simpler QP, clipping
operations in VTM’s RC algorithm [13], as illustrated in Fig. 3.

A. QP Noise-Limiter, Algorithm Description

Fig. 3. GOP-wise two-pass RC encoding of HHI 4K sequence Oberbaum
[15] with VVenC and QP change limits of (–) Sec. III.B, (–) VTM
[13]. Rtarget = 813 kbps, VVenC preset = ‘slow’, G = 32, and I = 64.

IV. NOISE L EVEL E STIMATION AND L IMITING OF QP S
The first pass in two-pass RC encodings is, as already noted in
Sec. III, operated in a very fast configuration. More specifically,
to acquire the QP and rate statistics, this analysis pass performs
rate-distortion encoding with a relatively high average QP of [1]
QR2S

= roundM40 −

∙ bc9Rd\S9 /500000O

(6)

and, thus, coarse residual quantization. In addition, CU size and
coding tool constraints (CTU size of 64×64 samples, only 32×32
or larger CUs allowed, and most VVC tools and loop filters except for MCTF [16] disabled) are enforced. While this approach
lowers the first-pass runtime to a fraction of the second-pass RC
runtime, it occasionally destabilizes the RC due to unexpectedly
high frame bit counts occurring in isolated frames in the second
encoding pass. The reason for such spikes in bit consumption is
a specific combination of quantization step-size (as specified by
the QP) and noise level within the picture (as a result of camera
sensor noise or film grain) at a given frame index f. Specifically,
the RC encoding may apply, in a picture or CTU at f, a step-size
leading to non-zero quantization of picture noise, thus resulting
in excessive rate due to the high entropy – and unpredictability –
of such random components. Due to higher QPf and step-sizes,
however, the analysis pass may not have “seen” such rf bloating.
Countermeasures against this effect are to increase D1 in (6),
thus reducing the first-pass base QP, or to perform MCTF on all
frames, thus denoising all f in the video a priori, but both options
cause higher computational complexity and runtime during RC
encoding. The following alternative solution, adapting the residual quantizer as the origin of the issue, was therefore pursued.
Again, let # indicate the CTU index within some frame f. If
the sensor noise or film grain level L in video block Bk is known
after the first pass, or at least estimated with sufficient accuracy,
the CTU’s second-pass QP'k and, thereby, quantization step-size
Δ'k may be limited proportionally to L to prevent large bit counts:
TT

= max(

∗

;

T)

s. t. ∆TT = max(s; ∆T ).

(7)

Second-pass quantization applied this way ensures that undesirably high SNR of noisy spatiotemporal picture regions will not
occur; the SNR in these regions will not exceed a few dB. More
efficient reconstruction of noisy “background” signals in images
can, in any case, be realized through parametric coding [17, 18].

Noise level adaptive block-wise QP limiting prior to secondpass residual quantization can be implemented as follows. First,
a time-varying estimator for L is required since different scenes
in a video could exhibit different amounts of noise. A minimum
statistics (MS) estimator [19] applied in a GOP-wise fashion and
in 8 separate luminance regions was found to work well for the
use case at hand. In the RC’s analysis pass, the MS estimator is
reinitialized in the starting (in coding order) key frame of every
new GOP (i. e., lookahead) and, once that GOP has been coded,
the eight values of L are provided to the second-pass quantizer.
The CTU-wise update of each noise estimate L(Y), 0 ≤ Y < 8, is
carried out via (2) by obtaining, for all # in the GOP, the minima
u =

.

∙ minM∑3:,;7∈= |ℎ2 34, 67| ; ∑3:,;7∈= |ℎ9 34, 67|O. (8)

Note that noise level estimate uk for block Bk is readily available
from (2) without additional sample-wise operations. With index
v = w8 ∙

y

z
.

{=w

.|z
.

∙ ∑3:,;7∈= K34, 67{

(9)

parametrizing the mean luma value in Bk, L can now be updated:
if s(v ) > u , then s(v ) ≝ u , otherwise s(v ) is left as is.
Then, for each block Bk encoded in the second RC pass, a QP
∗
limit
corresponding to step-size ∆∗ = s can be determined:
∗

= m} + 6 ∙ log MsT (v )Oo,

(10)

where } is a D2 and VVC specification dependent constant and
luminance index v is defined as in the first-pass (9) above (note
that these values may be transferred from the first RC pass). For
more reliable results, sT is used instead of s in (10) and given by
sT (~) = s∗ (~) if s(~) > s∗ (~), sT (~) = s(~) otherwise, (11)

where s∗ (~) = maxMs(~ − 1); s(~ + 1)O if 0 < ~ < 7, otherwise
s∗ (~) = s(~). Using (10) and (11) with v , the QPs used during
TT
block-wise second-pass quantization,
, are obtained via (7).
Parameter } in (10) can be used to control the resulting SNR in
noise-like picture regions. This is an aspect left for further study.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION ON TOP OF VVENC

Two encoding experiments were conducted to evaluate the three
contributions described in this paper. The first, performed using
fixed-QP coding without RC, assesses the merit of the proposed
FTA of Sec. II whereas the second, carried out in GOP-wise RC
configuration, intends to verify stable behavior of the lookahead
based RC design as well as the benefit of its extensions of Secs.
III and IV. The baseline software for this study is VVenC 1.6.0
[4], the version into which the contributions were integrated, in
preset “slow”. As in [1], both experiments were run in a random
access (RA) setup with G = 32 frames, D2 = 10 bit, and the nonnormative MCTPF tool on [16], i. e., in accordance with JVET’s
common test conditions for SDR video [12, 13]. To reflect more
realistic use, however, the sequence duration in UHD class A was
extended to 10 s and HHI’s Berlin sequences [15] were added.

TABLE I. BD-rate comparison of VVenC run with different Intra periods I.

R EFERENCES
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Increase of I Activation of (F)TA Overall Change
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– 0.00%
–18.38%
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0.06%
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– 2.64%
– 0.63%
– 3.32%
Overall HHI
–15.12%
– 0.00%
–15.12%
MarketPlace
– 9.27%
– 1.74%
8.24%
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The Bjøntegaard Delta-rate (BD-rate) results of the first experiment, obtained according to [20] on 6:1:1 YUV averaged PSNR
statistics, are provided in Tab. I. They indicate substantial gains
in compression efficiency when increasing the Intra period (here
rounded to the nearest integer multiple of G for each sequence),
except on class B. The culprit of this phenomenon, the MarketPlace video with its two scene changes (see also Fig. 2), exhibits
a BD-rate loss of 8.2% when moving to I = 4 s. Fortunately, the
FTA proposal of Sec. II fully eliminates this problem, yielding
a BD-rate gain of 9.3% on that sequence and, thereby, ensuring
that I = 4 s is never worse—but often much better—than I = 1 s.
The moderate improvement on class A is a topic for future study.
The BD-rates for the second experiment, derived from YUV
averaged XPSNR data for VVenC as that encoder was run with
XPSNR based block-wise perceptual QP adaptation [11, 21], are
listed in Tab. II. As in [1], the sequence-wise rates produced by
fixed-QP CTC compliant RA encoding with the respective software (VVenC or VTM) were used as Rtarget in the RC. chigh in (5)
and all other previously undefined parameters were chosen as in
[1]. For the HHI videos [15], the VTM results in [1] were taken.
Tab. II indicates a notable performance advantage of the present
lookahead RC proposal over the single-pass RC design adopted
in VTM, the only other on-the-fly RC solution for G = 32 frames
known to the authors [22]. In fact, the lookahead RC approaches
the performance of the sequence-wise RC, which is remarkable.
VI. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION
Three extensions to the two-pass rate control method in the open
VVC encoder VVenC were described and assessed. Frame type
adaptation allows for efficient usage of long Intra periods while
noise level and lookahead aware GOP-wise operation, using the
proposed improved second-pass QP constraints, enables the use
of VVenC in practical on-the-fly video encoding applications.
TABLE II. BD-rate performance of RC modes in VVenC 1.6 and VTM 14.0.
I = 4 s for VVenC; BD-rate and runtime references: fixed-QP runs.
Resolution VTM 14, no QPA
Class
I = 1 s Runtime
UHD A½ 10.04% 98.1%
UHD HHI
9.13% 101%
HD B
5.45% 105%
HD HHI
14.0% 109%
SD C
4.02% 102%
Overall CTC 6.91% 102%
Overall HHI 11.6% 105%

VVenC, GOP-wise VVenC, seq.-wise
III.B off, on Runtime IV.A off Runtime
2.40%, 0.65% 102% –0.46% 104%
5.18%, 3.46% 103%
4.43% 105%
4.60%, 1.31% 104%
0.63% 105%
7.79%, 4.52% 103%
6.26% 105%
5.47%, 2.10% 101%
0.91% 103%
3.95%, 1.26% 102%
0.27% 104%
6.48%, 3.99% 103%
5.34% 105%

